Human Resources Related Systems & Data

Data Warehouse

☐ Public - DW Human Resources (DWHR)
☐ Public - DW Payroll (DWPY)
☐ Private – DW Human Resources (see below)

DW Human Resources Private Data

Due to the private/confidential nature of some of the data contained in the DW Human Resources – Private or Confidential database, access requests will be reviewed and approved based on the need for this type of data.

To gain access to any of the private data elements the requester must use the “Statement of Business Need” section of the ARF to:

- Specify which private attributes they will be using, and the purpose for reporting on those attributes.
- Identify who will have access to any reports containing these attributes and
- Explain how any report containing these private attributes will be stored in the Unit/department

Private Data Elements include:
- Ethnic information
- Gender
- Disability status
- Home address
- Date-of-Birth
- Citizenship status
- Military Status

UM Reports – Private Data

The only UM Reports with private HR Data are the EOAA detail reports. These reports contain historical data only and have not been refreshed since the upgrade to HRMS 9.2. Use the “Statement of Business Need” to provide specific information on why you need this access.

☐ Private Data in UM Reports